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the boys squint against the window pane
but see only the moon, reflected
cold
and bright
and white

it is the fear    
that gets closer

and the hands

the unease    
makes them the same 

virgins
white as whales, as virgins

raw 
as film   
they develop
under the night sky
slowly

on the glass we see only fingerprints    

the secrets hidden by the light  
and our hands sticky
from the sugar
in everything
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she came at night
heavy in the dark  

at the window   
she looked
divine

and answered:
“I’m whispering”

holy       
whispers

antidote against ghosts

hungry for memories
pressed against the pane  

this is what it is about

your body in some room
and you no longer there

we rush forward
beyond the end is another end

not yet

we are almost there
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I wake to you
and that
which I couldn’t say in the dream 

between my body
and your body
is a distance
that separates the now from the canal
where you wait
with ink-stained fingers 
and watermarked mouth

the gap between train and platform
is like that
between this moment
and the apartment where she waits for you

it’s not the distance
from here to there
but between that which is
and that which was

a moment we live across years
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touching the margins
excited for something
beyond the real

what the body experiences
is a secret
we carry within

the light of morning draws lines
that hint at the shapes of things outside

like in the dream
where your mother is not your mother

everything renews

endless anticipation grows

desire burrows itself out
of the shadows

clean and cruel 
as the mirror
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it’s always a second longer than you think 
not long, but remarkably long 

almost like breathlessness 
are the seconds that follow 

when you continue to walk    
even though the heart has stopped beating

the mind blind to what only the body
can admit       

I try to remember what you said
these last gasps:

April, something about April
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even faster than the touch
the scent wakes that part of me
that answers the parts of you
that cling 
to this cloth      

I bring the fabric to my skin
my nose
my mouth

slip myself finally into the arms
of the garment
button all the buttons
and try to breath into it
life

the memory is long
since fused 
with the breath 
seeping out through the seams

what remains of us
does not remain

only the skin  


